
On� D'caf� Men�
Jalan Sulaman, 88600 Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Malaysia

+601112059427 - https://www.foodpanda.my/restaurant/x5lz/one-dcafe

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of One D'cafe from Kota Kinabalu. Currently, there are 16
meals and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What Pinja Merimaa likes about One D'cafe:
they love the rm6 kopi and eating is good while the staff are friendly, parking are easy to get. I was amazed with
her hand dryer, of all those I was, that was the most efficient hand dryer. read more. What John Azrin doesn't like

about One D'cafe:
we visited yesterday, where there are only 2 tabs of customers (big group). we asked for a section that is calmer,
but the waitress insists to sit under the crowded large groups. I refused that the waitress was not suitable for us
to sit and show our menu. if we want to give up our order, we call the waitress more than 3 times, but no event
after 20 minutes is sitting there without anyone being able to serve or colle... read more. The One D'cafe from
Kota Kinabalu offers various flavorful seafood courses, You can admire an attractive scene of the deliciously

arranged dishes, as well as a pretty scene of some of the regional highlights. If you'd like something after-dinner
treat for dessert, One D'cafe does not disappoint with its extensive selection of desserts, on the menu there are

also a lot of Asian meals.
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Toas�
TOAST

Indonesisch� Sp�ialitäte�
NASI GORENG KAMPUNG

Noodl� An� Ric�
NASI GORENG AYAM

Coffe�
CAPPUCCINO

Se� of Ric�
NASI AYAM PENYET

Popular
PENYET CHICKEN FRIED RICE

Restora� Tomya� Kenawar
Nas� Serie�
SINGLE CHICKEN RICE

Me� Goren� Utaq�
ONE D KUETEOW GORENG

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TOSTADAS

Char Kue� Teow
CKT UDANG

CKT KERANG

AYAM PENYET RAJA KING
UTAQA
ADD ON NASI PUTIH

ADD ON SUP

Char Kue� Teow Origina�
Pula� Pinan�
CKT AYAM

CKT MIXED UDANG KERANG

CKT SPECIAL KERANG UDANG TELUR
MATA
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Opening Hours:
Monday 10:00 -21:00
Tuesday 10:00 -21:00
Wednesday 10:00 -21:00
Thursday 10:00 -21:00
Friday 10:00 -21:00
Saturday 10:00 -21:00
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